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VARIANTS OF THE HOLDER INEQUALITY 
AND ITS INVERSES 

BY 

CHUNG-LIE WANG ( 1 ) 

ABSTRACT. This paper presents variants of the Holder inequality 
for integrals of functions (as well as for sums of real numbers) and 
its inverses. In these contexts, all possible transliterations and some 
extensions to more than two functions are also mentioned. 

1. Introduction. Let Lp = Lp(S, S, pc), -«><p<a>) be the space of all pth 
power non-negative integrable functions over a given finite measure space 
(S, X, fi) (where S may be considered as a bounded subset of real numbers). 
For / in Lp, we write ||/||p - {Jsf d/*}1/p. 

It is known that, for fuf2 in L2, the Schwarz inequality 

llA/2||^ll/l||2||/2||2 

has an inverse of the form 

H/ifellfdksQllA/Ji 
where C2 is a positive constant depending on functions fx and /2. For example, 
it was shown in [4,5] that if fx and f2 are such that 

(1.1) 0<m l</ i(x)<M i<oo 

on S, where mf = inf ft(x)y M, = sup /*(*), f = 1,2, then 

(1.2) C2 = (M1M2 + m1m2)/2(m1m2M1M2)
1/2. 

Similarly, the Holder inequality (see [1,11]) 

(i.3) II/I/^IIMUIM, 
for 

(1.4) llp+llq=l,p,q>l 

has an inverse of the form (see [7]) 

(1.5) H/illJ/A^qjI/iAlk 
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if fi and f2 are under suitable hypotheses. It was shown in [7] that for functions 
satisfying (1.1) 

( 1 6 ) c = M\Ml-m\m\ 
m {pm2M2(MlMr1-mlmr1)Y/^qm1M1(M2Mr1-m2mr1)Y/q 

In the following we first extend the inequalities (1.3) and (1.5) to the case 

(1.7) (l/p) + ( l /q)=l / r ,p ,q , r>0 

from the case (1.4). In these contexts, all possible transliterations and some 
extensions to more than two functions are also mentioned. 

2. Basic results. We now give variants of (1.3) and (1.5) respectively. 

THEOREM 1. If fi is in Lp and f2 is in Lq with (1.7), then fxf2 is in Lr and 

(2.D IIA/A^IIAIUI^L, 
THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, with (1.1), 

(2-2) ll/xlUIM^C^II/^ll, 

where 

(2.3) Cr
m-

{rjM^M^+m^mfWJp, q, r)}l/r 

{p(m2M2r
/2}1/p{q(m1M1)

p/2}1/q 

with 

M(p, q, r) = max{s(p/2)-r<(q/2)-r | s = Ml9 ml91 = M2, m2}. 

NOTE 1. A proof of Theorem 1 is indicated in [7] on page 527 involving the 
Riesz convexity theorem, but with the restriction p, q, r> 1. However, it will be 
shown below that (2.1) is just a rewriting of the standard Holder inequality. 

Proof of Theorem 1. On the set {xeS\ f2(x)^f^~r(x)} we have /iU)/2(x)< 
fi(x), but on its complement we have fi(x)f2(x)<fè(x). Hence fxf2 is in Lr. 
Indeed (2.1) is just a rewriting of the standard Holder inequality: 

(2.4) [l/(p/r)] + [l/(p/r)]= 1, fieV feUis 

so 

jfl/^[j(fl)*^ 
which implies (2.1). 

Proof of Theorem 2. From (1.1) it follows that 0 < M?/2£f2 - mf7? /2 and 
0<MI / 2/î / 2-mï / 2/! / 2 in S. Hence 

(2.5) 0 < {Mfjt - mtfx2){Mtfî2 - mPti*) 
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in S. Integrating (2.5) over S, we obtain 

(2.6) {m2M2r
n^ n + imM"^ /^ <(MÏ / 2Mf+m? / 2m? / 2) | /? / 2 / f 

Noting that ffff ^ M(p, q, r)f[f2 in S, (2.6) yields 

(rlp)[(plr)(m2M2y
2] f n + (rlq)[(qlr)(m1Mir

2]\ ft 
(2.7) Js Js 

< (MÇ/2M?/2 + mrmrWip, q, r) £ fif2. 

After applying the geometric-arithmetic inequality to the left-hand side of 
(2.7), a straight forward transposition yields (2.2). 

NOTE 2. It is evident that the equality holds in (2.6) (or (2.7)) if and only if 
the equality holds in (2.5). Adopting the same argument used in [5] for the case 
p = q = 2 by Diaz-Metcalf, it can be easily shown that the equality holds in 
(2.6) (or (2.7)) if and only if either fx = mx and f2 = M2 or fx = Mx and f2 = m2 

(see page 283 of [5] for detail). 

NOTE 3. Indeed (2.2) can be obtained by transliteration from (1.5). Noting 
(2.4) we have 

[ I w'TlI w'T - ̂ "-Am 

which implies (2.2), where (by also raising mu m2, Mu M2, to the rth 
power) 

*-" pq V L'p/^q/r / 

(2.8) {rtMlMl-mlmDY1' 
{pmr

2M
r
2{M[Mrr ~ m{mq

2-
r)Ylp{qm[M[{Mr

2M
p

x-
r' - m^mrr)Y,q 

It is well known that the spaces Lp ([0,1], dx), 0 < p < l , where dx is 
Lebesque measure on [0,1], are neither normed nor seminormed linear spaces. 
However they are F-spaces (or linear topological spaces). It should also be 
noted that it might sometimes be desirable, in discussing Lp spaces, to proceed 
without the standard (l/p) + (1/q) = 1 normalization. In fact, we may consider a 
pth power integrable function for any real p (by relaxing the restriction p ̂  1) 
if we only concern integrability of functions (see also pp. 51, 171, 534-535 of 
[7] for more examples). Moreover, in connection with (2.1) and (2.2) above, 
two simple examples are in order: 

EXAMPLE 1. Setting p = q = 1, r= 1/2, (2.1) and (2.2) imply 

(2.9) (ci^'vii/iiix Mi*ymi* VIIMII II/A 
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where 

(2.3) C\[j = (M\nM1
2'

2 + m\nm1
2

l2)2l4(mlm2MlM2)
1/2 

Note that (2.8) yields the same value of C\'2 as computed by (2.3). 
In particular, consider f1(x) = l/(l-x2) and f2(x) = 1/(1 - f cV) , k2,x2<l. 

Then 

T dx 

fr/A/A- ^ ) = j0V(i-x-)(i-fcV)' °" s < 1 -
In view of (2.9) the elliptic integral w(s) is bounded. 

EXAMPLE 2. Rewrite (2.1) in terms of random variables X, Y and expecta
tions over a probability space (ft, &, 0*) (see [3]): 

(2.10) Er(XY)<Ep(X)Eq(Y), 

where 
EP(X) = {E(|X|P)}1/P, etc. 

and p, q, r satisfy (1.7), then the usual Lyapunov inequality 

(2.11) Er(X)<Ep(X), 

under the restriction 1 <r<p<oo, can be easily relaxed to the case 0 ^ r < p < 
oo (by setting Y = l in (2.10)). In particular, 

(2.12) E0(X)<Er(X)<Eoo(X) 

where 
E0(X) = lim Er(X), Eoo(X) = lim Er(X). 

Finally, it might be interesting to consider a special case in connection with 
(2.11), (2.12). To this end, setting ft = [0,1], d@ = ®{dx\ X = x (& is naturally 
the Borel algebra on [0,1]) we have 

Er(x) = (l + r)-1/r 

for O^r^oo. it is obvious that Er(x) is a strictly monotone increasing function 
of r for 0^r<oo and e_ 1^E r( jc)^l . (Note that in general if 
0<r<p<ooLpC:Lr for /Lt(S)<oo.) 

3. Transliteration* As far as Theorems 1 and 2 are concerned, they are 
simply transliterations from the standard normalized case (1.4) to the case (1.7) 
which is believed to be new. 

It should also be noted, there is only one Holder inequality, for example, if 
p>0 , q<0, r > 0 and (l/p) + (l/q) = 1/r, then 

(3.1) (l/r) + (l/-q) = l/p, freL-v 
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If fxf2 € Lr9 then 

(3-2) IIMIp = ( j [(/1/2)/ï
1]p}1'P ^HA/2||r ||/2|t\ llfiHp IIM^I/ i /A 

This generalized reverse Holder inequality (3.2) holds also, trivially, if /i^éL,, 
so it holds in general. 

We now transliterate inverses of the generalized Holder inequality into 
inverses of the generalized reverse Holder inequality. To this end, noting (2.2) 
and (3.1) 

(3.3) c?.-q | | /4 = cu { j [(/1/2)/;1]p}1/P^ II/1/4 ll/4~\HA/4 ^ eu H/4 II/4. 

With / i , / 2 restricted by (1.1), we have 

(3.4) 0<m1m2</1(x)/2(x)<M1M2<«> and 0<M2
1^/2"

1(x)=sro2
1<«> 

From (3.4) follows 

{pWiMJml - (m1m2YMnllp{q[(m1m2YM^1 - (A^MJ'mgF" 
{r(M{ml - m\Ml)Y* 

{p[{M1M2y
nmr + (m1m2y'2Mr]M(r, -q, p}1/p 

{r(M2m2)"'2}1/r{-q(m1m2M1M2)
r/2}1/-' ' 

with 
M(r, -q, p) = max{s(r/2)_pt(q/2)+p | s = M1M2, mirn2, t = M2> m2}. 

There remain two (p,q,r) cases, (i) p>0, q<0, r<0 and (ii) p<0, q<0, 
r<0 for which generalized Holder inequalities are now stated as follows: 

(i) If p>0, <j<0, r<0 and (l/p)+(l/q)= 1/r, then (l/p)+(l/-r) = (l/-q), 
frzL-r If Uh&Lr, then 

(3.5) i i f j t 1={|[f i i f^rr} 1 ' ' " ^\M HA/21171, ii/xAii^ii/iiip HAIL, 

The inequality (3.5) does not hold if UfiéL,- Its corresponding inverse is 

(3.6) il/AIIAll^Q^IIA/A 
(ii) If p>0, q<0, r<0 and (l/p) + (l/q) = l/r then (l/-p) + (l/-<j) = l / -r 

and ( / ^ e L , ( i f /^eL,) : 

(3.7) HA/21171 ̂ llAlt1 ll/dt1, llfiHp IIM, ^ll/x/dl. 
The inequality (3.7) holds also, trivially, if /i/2éLr, so it holds in general, its 

corresponding inverse is 

(3.8) H/i/Jl^cz^JlAlUlAlL, 

(2.8) 

(2.3) 
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NOTE 4. The calculations of the constants Cplr and ClPj-q in (3.6) and (3.8) 
are similar to those of C£_q given above with fx and f2 restricted by (1.1), but 
we leave out the details. 

Finally, there are extensions in ail contexts to more than two functions, 
which are also believed to be new. To demonstrate how these can be done, 
three immediate extensions from Theorem 1 are listed here as corollaries with 
simple proofs omitted, for the sake of simplicity, we shall write £ and fl for 
X?=i and n?=i respectively unless confusion will occur. 

COROLLARY 1. Given positive numbers p, and ft in LPj, / = 1 , . . . , n, then \\fj is 
in U and lUfil^YWlfiWPi, where 1/r = 11/p,, 

COROLLARY 2. Given positive numbers a 1 ; . . . , a „ such that I a , = l and 
A, . . . , /» in Ip, p>0 , then Y[ff> is in L, and | | n / ? i ^ I T O ' . 

COROLLARY 3. Given positive numbers a 1 ; . . . , a„, j8i , . . . , /3m such that 
I"=i «/ = I"=i ftt = 1 and fi,...,fn is in Lv and g i , . . . , gm is in Lq with (1.7), 
then n/?'ilg£k is in U and in/?'^MIIII/jll?rill&IIS*. 

As above, under suitable hypotheses, we shall be able to find the inverses of 
inequalities given in Corollaries 1, 2 and 3. However, due to their similarity, 
we only give an inverse of the inequality in Corollary 1; namely, 

(3.9) mi/ii^Q1-pjin//ii. 
In order to find a positive constant CPl... Pn so that (3.9) is true, we assume that 

(3.10) 0< m, = inf /j(x)</;(*)<sup £(x) = M, <oo, 1 < / < n. 

It follows from (3.10) that 

(3.11) ff^K(Pj,r)Ylfi, l*i*n 

where 

K(phr) = Mf>-'/ f\ m'k(Pi>r). 

(Here Ilisksn indicates that k assumes values 1 through n except /). Integrat
ing (3.11) over S and summing from 1 to n, we have 

l}s/?^(z^(p/>'-))}sn/; 
or 

(3.12) I(r/Pi)(p/r[ ^ ( Z % r ) ) [ Il/T 

Now noting that £(r/py) = 1 and applying the geometric-arithmetic inequality to 
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the left-hand side of (3.12), we obtain 

(3.13) I ] (p/r[ / ? ' ) r / ^ (Z K(Pi, r)) I Ur, 

Comparing (3.13) with (3.9), we find 

(3.14) C r
P l . . .Pn=(rlK(Pi , r))1/rlUPi,P'-

NOTE 5. It follows from (3.14) that 

H 1V rr -mPi~rlmr
2 + Mrrlm[)}1,r 

y ' J} C P ^ ~ p1/pq1,q ' 

where p, q, r satisfy (1.7). Cpq given in (3.15) is generally different from that 
given in (2.3) and (2.8) which are extensions of the results of Diaz-Metcalf 
[4, 5] and Diaz-Goldman-Metcalf [7] respectively. However, C\t2 = C2,2 = C2 in 
any case. 

4. Concluding remarks. In case S = { l , . . . , n} for some positive integer 
n > 1, \L is chosen to be the counting measure on S (see [1]). Now every / in Lp 
is a sequence {a,} of non-negative real numbers au . . . , an. We still use 

-U;<r-
Consequently, the above results for functions can be directly translated into the 
corresponding results for finite sequences of real numbers by replacing inte
grals with sums under suitable interpretation. Thus, if p = q = 2, our results are 
identical to those results in [4, 5]. In other words, Theorem 2 is a generaliza
tion of the results of Diaz-Metcalf [4,5] and a fortiari a generalization of the 
results of Greub-Rheinboldt [9], Kantorovich [10], Pôlya-Szegô [12], and 
Schweitzer [13]. 

4.2 Although only non-negative functions (over a bounded subset of real 
numbers) and non-negative real numbers are considered here in the develop
ment of our results, complex functions (over a subset, of finite measure, of 
n-dimensional real Euclidean space, etc.) and complex numbers are also 
admissible (see [4, 5, 6]) with a slight modification of notation. However those 
will not be written here explicitly. 

4.3 Since variants of the Holder inequality and its inverses contain their 
normalized cases as special cases, it is expected that the results here will have a 
wide range of applications (e.g. see [14]). 
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